Are we loving our prairies/glades/
woodlands to death?
Ted C. MacRae 1
I had such high hopes for last weekend’s collecting
trip – late May is boom time for insects across
Missouri, we have had good moisture this spring,
and I would be visiting some high-quality natural
communities that I had not visited for a long time.
My stated goals (the jewel beetles, Agrilus
impexus and A. frosti) were long shots – I knew that
and would have been fine coming home without
those species (which I did) had the collecting been
otherwise productive (which it was not). Still, I’ve
been doing this for a long time now, and I’ve
learned to draw on my accumulated experience
when things don’t go as planned to give myself the
best shot at turning a bad collecting trip into a
decent one when things don’t go as planned. The
itinerary with which I start is rarely the one that I
actually follow, and this past weekend was a good
example of such.
My first stop was Ha Ha Tonka State Park, one of
Missouri’s premier parks, boasting high-quality
chert, dolomite, and sandstone savanna
interspersed with dolomite glades. It is on these
glades and savannas that I hoped to find Agrilus
impexus, or failing that at least collect a nice
diversity of other jewel beetles on the oaks and
hickories of the savannas and surrounding
woodlands. However, it was with some
reservation that I even came here after being told
by my colleague at the Department of Natural
Resources just 2 days before my trip that 75% of
the park’s grasslands and woodlands had been
burned within the past two years. For an insect
collector, this is never good news – in all my years
of collecting insects, my experience in relatively
recently-burned habitats has been consistent:
collecting sucks! I decided, however, to visit Ha
Ha Tonka anyway because of the quality of the
natural communities it contains, thinking perhaps I
might be able to find pockets of unburned habitat
supporting good insect populations. This was not
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Devils Promenade, Ha Ha Tonka State Park.

to be. I beat oak after oak in the savannas and
woodlands – nothing! I swept little bluestem and
Indian grass in the glades – nothing! The foliage
was lush and green and the savanna and glade
landscapes highly diverse – given the time of
season the place should have been teeming with
insect life, yet it almost seemed sterile. Were it not
for a few Chrysobothris quadriimpressa jewel beetle
adults that I found attracted to a recently windthrown black oak tree, I would not have seen any
insects here at all. It appeared my fears about
park-wide depression of insect populations had
been realized. However, not one to waste a visit I
decided to explore some of Ha Ha Tonka’s
fascinating geological features. Ha Ha
Tonka contains one of Missouri’s best examples of
karst geology, with complex structures formed
from the collapse of a major cave
system. The Devil’s Promenade is one of the
more spectacular examples of such, its horseshoeshaped cliff representing the former interior walls
of a now-collapsed cave. As dusk approached, the
day’s poor insect collecting caused me to abandon
my plans to stay here and blacklight for nocturnal
beetles. Instead, I decided to break from
the itinerary, drive further west and explore Lichen
Glade Natural Area in the morning before heading
to the Penn-Sylvania Prairie BioBlitz later that
afternoon.
Lichen Glade Natural Area is a small area owned
by The Nature Conservancy that boasts a highquality sandstone glade surrounded by post
oak/black jack oak forest. My first visit to the area
more than 20 years ago was during May, and it was
one of the most productive collecting trips I’ve
had with a number of Agrilus spp. (including A.
frosti) beaten from post oak (Quercus stellata) along
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with probably ~75 attendees and a delicious pot
luck dinner that evening; however, it would have
been more enjoyable had there actually been a nice
diversity of insects present to document for the
preserve.

Sandstone glade community, Lichen Glade Natural Area.

the woodland edge. I didn’t visit again until fall of
2002, when Chris Brown, Rich Thoma and I
found claybank tiger beetles (Cicindela limbalis)
sunning on the exposed sandstone outcrops, and I
made one more visit the following May to beat
more insects off of post oak. The Lichen Glade
that I returned to this past weekend was a very
different place from when I last visited – the
surrounding woodlands had been extensively
opened (I would guess within the past few years
based on the size of the post oak resprouts), and
fire had been used throughout the area.
Anticipation turned to frustration when no
amount of beating of the woodland vegetation and
sweeping of the glade vegetation turned up beetles
in any appreciable numbers (or any insects for that
matter) and two hours worth of effort yielded not
a single buprestid beetle!
With resignation, I headed on over to PennSylvania Prairie, where during the introduction to
the BioBlitz I learned that nearly half of the 160acre prairie was burned last December and all of it
had been burned within the past few years. I knew
what I was going to find – nothing! Okay, I
shouldn’t say nothing, as there actually were some
beetles present. However, the numbers and
diversity were low, with all of the species
encountered representing common, widespread
species. Moreover, it was not just beetles – all of
the invertebrate group leaders (which included
experts on snails, ants, butterflies, and bees)
reported low overall abundance and diversity in
their groups of interest. Only the vascular plants –
the metric by which the value of prescribed
burning is always assessed – showed high
diversity, with 300 species of mostly native prairie
plants recorded for the site. It was a fun event,
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My comments may make it seem that I am against
the use of prescribed burning. This is not true - I
understand the critical role that fire as a
management technique plays in restoring and
maintaining examples of Missouri’s historically
fire-mediated landscape. Without fire and other
processes to mimic natural disturbance factors,
most of Missouri’s historical grasslands and open
woodlands suffer relentless encroachment by
woody vegetation. However, the modern
landscape is very different from the historical
landscape, where fires of unpredictable scale,
intensity, and frequency operated within a vastly
larger scale to create a shifting mosaic of natural
communities in various stages of ecological
succession. Such processes cannot be recreated on
today’s severely fragmented landscape, where the
precious few remaining tracts of native habitat are
relatively to extremely small and more often than
not separated from each other by vast expanses
of homogeneous and “inhospitable” habitat (e.g.,
agricultural, urbanized, or severely degraded lands).
It is in that context that I have great concerns
about how aggressively fire has been used in recent
years on our state’s natural areas and the impact
this is having on insect populations – specialist and
generalist alike. Fire proponents will point to
published studies that show little to no effect by
the use of fire for managing small, isolated
remnants on specialist insects (see review in
Henderson 2010). However, there are an equal
number of studies that suggest such concerns are
well-founded (see review in Panzer 2002). A
consistent limitation in all of the studies that have
been conducted is the lack of very large and long
un-burned remnants. Prescribed burning has been
adopted so rapidly and pervasively that there just
aren’t any significant un-burned remnants left to
properly include as controls in such studies. As a
result, the insect fauna present at a given site at the
start of such a study is already skewed towards
those species that successfully recolonized the area
post-burn. At a minimum, the data to this point
are inconclusive, and certainly the potential for
impacts has not been given the consideration it
warrants in designing fire-management plans for
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our own state’s prairies and glades. Furthermore,
as rapidly and aggressively as fire has been adopted
on our few, small, widely disjunct remnants, the
opportunity for proper investigation of those
potential effects may be gone. A particularly
egregious example of the lack of consideration
being given to prairie invertebrates in designing
fire management plans is shown in these photos of
Iowa’s Sylvan Runkel State Preserve before and
after a late May burn and the impact of that burn
on a resident population of Nevada buck moths
(Hemileuca nevadensis).
Here in Missouri, as in Iowa, it’s a problem of
scale – the landscape is too fragmented and
remnants too disjunct to manage based strictly on
floristic response. Populations of generalist insect
species will recover, and even specialist species
may be able to overcome such management
practices if they are widely distributed and
sufficiently mobile. But what about conservative
species with low vagility, such as the swift tiger
beetle (Cylindera celeripes) and our disjunct
population of the frosted dromo tiger beetle
(Dromochorus pruinina), flightless species restricted in
Missouri to the few tiny remnants of loess hilltop
prairie in northwestern Missouri and a single 2.5mile stretch of roadside habitat in west-central
Missouri? Until directly relevant data, gathered
here in Missouri, are forthcoming to suggest
otherwise, I believe the most judicious use of fire
possible should be practiced in restoring and
maintaining our grasslands and woodlands. Inseason burns may have been a part of the historical
landscape, but their use today has great potential
to result in local extirpations and should be used
only after the most careful consideration. Leaving
un-burned refugia within remnant habitats to
accelerate recovery would also be prudent – yet
many land managers disregard this practice
because of its logistical difficulties. This is
especially true in small parcels, yet it is precisely
these remnants that have the most to gain from
their use (or lose from not doing so!). In the
historical landscape, every burn was a patch burn –
no matter what its size, there were always adjacent
or proximal unburned habitats from which
recolonization could occur. Elk and bison, too,
were integral components of the presettlement
prairie landscape – their roaming caused
intermittent, localized disturbances that were likely
not only crucial to the tiger beetles that I study but
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may also have contributed to vegetational diversity
through patch succession. Techniques that mimic
these natural disturbance factors include mowing,
haying, and managed grazing. They can be
utilized to mimic those disturbances as well as
delay woody encroachment, and their use in land
management should be considered for their
ecological value rather than deprioritized because
of their relatively greater complexity and cost to
implement. Mechanical removal and selective use
of herbicides offer additional tools for addressing
woody encroachment while minimizing potential
impacts to insect populations. An effective
management program that considers all of the
flora and fauna of a remnant may not be possible
unless all of these management tools are utilized,
or at least properly considered. As my good friend
James Trager said in a recent email (quoting
Andrew Williams), habitat restoration ”cannot rest
on any single management practice, nor practicing
it too extensively.”
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St. Louis Zoo Lecture Series
Jim Jordan 1
The St. Louis Zoo presents the lecture series:
Conservation Conversations, co-sponsored by the
Academy of Science –St. Louis. Programs are held
in the Living World, with free parking available in
the North parking lot. These lectures are FREE
and open to the general public, no reservations
required. Visit www.stlzoo.org or call (314) 6464544 for more information.
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Curator of Education, Saint Louis Zoo.
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CONSERVATION CONVERSATIONS
Creepy Crawly Conservation
Tuesday, November 23, 7:30 p.m.
Jennifer Hopwood, Midwest Pollinator Outreach
Coordinator, Xerces Society.
SCIENCE SEMINAR SERIES
Irrational Scientific Ideas: A Science Café
Wednesday, November 3, 7:30 – 9 p.m.
Hal Harris, Ph.D., Associate Professor of
Chemistry and Education, University of Missouri –
St. Louis
Note: Lecture to be held at the Zoo’s River Camp
near the Zoo south entrance. Free parking is
available in the North parking lot.
CONSERVATION FORUM
In addition to the above lecture series, the Whitney
and Anna Harris Conservation Forum – a public
forum partnership of the Academy of Science – St.
Louis, the University of Missouri – St. Louis
Whitney R. Harris World Ecology Center, the St.
Louis Zoo, and the Missouri Botanical Garden –
will host the following event in November. This
event is FREE and open to all, but advance
registration is required. Call (313) 516-5219 for
more information or to register.

Khawa Karpo: Conservation in a Tibetan
Landscape
Tuesday, November 16, 7:00 p.m.
Join us as Jan Salick, Curator of Ethnobotany at
the Missouri Botanical Garden, and Bob Moseley,
the Conservancy's Director of Conservation
Science in Illinois, share their research from their
recent study at Khawa Karpo, a mountain in the
Eastern Himalayas that is known for its incredible
biodiversity and is considered sacred throughout
Tibet.

Group Activity/Walk Schedules
ORNITHOLOGY GROUP
David Becher, Chair – (314) 576-1146
Saturday Bird Walks
David Becher, Leader – (314) 576-1146
All trips begin at 8:00 a.m. and normally go
through early afternoon, so bring lunch if you wish
to stay out. Everyone is welcome. The leader
reserves the right to change the schedule if
necessary. Walks are at Des Peres Park through
December except on the following dates:
Sep 25
Oct 9
Oct 16

Teal Pond Riverlands
Teal Pond Riverlands
HQ Columbia Bottom

Thursday Bird Walks
Jackie Chain, Leader – (314) 644-5998

Global Climate Change: Environmental
Impacts, Human Society, and Policy
Wednesday, November 10, 6 – 9 p.m.

Jackie Chain will be leading Thursday birding trips
from Des Peres Park parking lot (east side of
Ballas Rd. just north of Manchester Rd.). Meeting
time is 8:30 a.m., and return is usually by 3:30 p.m.
(but you may leave at your convenience). Bring
lunch, beverage, binoculars and if you have one a
scope/tripod. If you have questions, contact Jackie
at (314) 644-5998 or chainjac@sbcglobal.net.

The Nature Conservancy: Fall 2010
Conservation Speaker Series
Anna Babcock 1
The Nature Conservancy is hosting a speaker
series at Schlafly Bottleworks in Maplewood
starting in September. All lectures are free and
open to the public, with topics ranging from the
oil spill in the Gulf to ethnobiology in China.

Note: There will be no scheduled walk on
Thanksgiving Day.

Philanthropy Assistant, The Nature Conservancy in
Missouri.
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